
Lost and Found-(WS_1.3)

Ex. 1: Trace and write Capital and small letters Jj, Vv, Ww and Xx:

J: Joker

j: jug

V: Van

V: Violin



W:Watermelon

w: watch

X: X-ray

X: fox



Ex. 2.1: Read the sentences and circle the words that begin with Jj, Vv, Ww, and begin or end

with the letter Xx:

1. The joker was jumping in the jungle with a jug in his hand.

2. When the wind blew his hat away, Wasim ran to catch it before it fell in the water.

3. The van driver took a round in the village to sell the vegetables he had.

4. The hungry fox ate the ox and hid in a box with six other foxes.



Ex. 2.2: Write the words you have circled in Ex. 2.1 in the right picture:



Ex. 3.1: Let’s read and answer the following questions:

It was a Saturday night. The sky was dark, but sparkling as though there were several diamonds

sprinkled on it. “Tomorrow is a holiday so we don’t need to sleep early,” said Alok. Vidya says, “Come let’s

take a walk in the garden. ” Magic Potli and the others say, “Sounds like fun!” They hold hands and start

walking. They had almost reached the gate when Magic Potli got caught on a branch and felt a sharp

pain.

1. What did Alok tell Vidya?

Ans.: Alok told _________ that they don’t need to sleep ________ as they have a

__________ on Sunday.

Ans.: ____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________.

2. If you were Alok, would you go to sleep late on a Saturday night?

Ans.: ___________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________.



Ex. 3.2: Let’s read and answer the following questions:

They are walking back to the house looking for the lost letters when suddenly, Alok hears a sound and

wonders what created that sound. He slowly approaches the sound coming from the cupboard. He opens

the cupboard and finds the Letter Jj along with a joker, jug, and bottle of jam and he says, “Letter Jj

has been found. Now let’s look for the others.”

3. Why did they walk back to the house?

They ___________ back to the house to look for the _____________.

Ans.: ____________________________________________________________________

4. With whom did Alok and Vidya find Letter Jj?

Ans.: Alok and ________ found Letter Jj along with the __________________________.

Ans.: ____________________________________________________________________



Ex. 4: Let’s solve the Crossword Puzzle. Find the right word from the clues given and complete

the sentences with those words:

1. Vidya _________________some salt in the bhel puri.

2. Alok fell down and ________________his hand.

3. Vidya and Alok were ___________ towards the house.

4. The stars were _________ in the sky.

5. Magic Potli asked Vidya to ____________ his tear.



HW Ex.: Tracing of Capital and small letters Jj, Vv, Ww and Xx:

J: Joker

j: jug

V: Van

V: Violin



W:Watermelon

w: watch

X: X-ray

X: fox



HW Ex.: Write the following CVC words three times:

jam van web wax jog



HW Ex.: Answer the following questions:

1. What did Alok tell Vidya?

Ans.: _________________________________________________________________.

2. Where did Alok and Vidya find the Letter Jj?

Ans.: _________________________________________________________________.


